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Digital Media + Interactive Installations + Animation + Creative Coding + 3D Design 
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Projection Mapping Video Installation. Digital Media II: Time and Process.
“PharmaTable”

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/197664338

An installation that critiques the distorted relationship in American society to agricultural practices, pharmaceuticals, and the foods we 
consume. Mounted projectors point down on the table and map the videos directly onto the mock picnic plates confronting the viewer 
directly with the side effects inherent in the new American “lifestyle”.

https://vimeo.com/197664338
https://vimeo.com/197664338
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Interactive Video Installation. Digital Media II: Time and Process.
“A Watched Clock Never Ticks”

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/197662759

A sound responsive video installation featuring a clock that only moves when sound is present in the installation space. 
A comment on time as a relative concept in terms of perception.

https://vimeo.com/197662759
https://vimeo.com/197662759
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Interactive Video Installation. Digital Media II: Time and Process.
“Repressed Utterances”

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/197664967

An interactive performance using animated code from Processing, projection mapping on the body, and physical computing to detect the 
performers’ screams. All words projected and “ingested” into the body were actual insults and slurs the artists had directed at themselves. 
Through the cathartic act of screaming or “purging” the words are expelled from the body and are no longer internalized.

https://vimeo.com/197664967
https://vimeo.com/197664967
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Projection Mapping Video Installation. Digital Media II: Time and Process.
“Trying to Remember”
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/197665860

A grid of sticky notes is used as the canvas for snippets of home movies and family footage that animate across the grid. The piece 
addresses issues such as the ephemeral nature of memories and how they change over time.

https://vimeo.com/197665860
https://vimeo.com/197665860
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Advanced Media Project. History of Art and Technology. 
“Am I Perfect Yet?” 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185903426 

A video collage made from appropriated YouTube makeup tutorial videos to create a feminist critique on notions of female beauty standards. 

https://vimeo.com/185903426
https://vimeo.com/185903426
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Performative Video Installation. History of Art and Technology.  
“Overblown Redux” 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/197656976 

Inspired by the history of liquid light shows and live video performance, the students created a performative video piece featuring live 
mixing of filters and microscopic cellular imagery.

https://vimeo.com/197656976
https://vimeo.com/197656976
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Experimental Video Assignment. Intro to Media. 

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/197656258  

A darkly humorous video about eating disorders and distorted concepts of body image.

https://vimeo.com/197656258
https://vimeo.com/197656258
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Experimental Video Assignment. Intro to Media.  

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185759237 

A formalist experiment in taking alternative perspectives in order to make the mundane surreal. 

https://vimeo.com/185759237
https://vimeo.com/185759237
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Documentary Video Assignment. Intro to Media. 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/187296128 

A video portrait of UC San Diego’s infamous “Banjo Guy” who could regularly be seen performing around campus. 

http://www.apple.com
http://www.apple.com
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Documentary Video Assignment. Intro to Media. 
Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185890046 

A humorous melodrama about the remaining two members of a three person team dealing with the “loss” of their partner.

https://vimeo.com/185890046
https://vimeo.com/185890046
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Viewing the Self Assignment. Intro to Digital Photography. 
Tools: DSLR Photography, Lightroom, and Photoshop
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Viewing the Self Assignment. Intro to Digital Photography. 
Tools: DSLR Photography, Lightroom, and Photoshop
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Perspective of Viewing Assignment. Intro to Digital Photography. 
Tools: DSLR Photography, Lightroom, and Photoshop
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Perspective of Viewing Assignment. Intro to Digital Photography. 
Tools: DSLR Photography, Lightroom, and Photoshop
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Digital Animation. Intro to Computing in the Arts.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185906825

Digital animation created with code in Processing software. Exported as 8K short videos to screen as the group class final.

https://vimeo.com/185906825
https://vimeo.com/185906825
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Digital Animation. Intro to Computing in the Arts.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185905414

Digital animation created with code in Processing software. Exported as 8K short videos to screen as the group class final.

https://vimeo.com/185905414
https://vimeo.com/185905414
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Digital Animation. Intro to Computing in the Arts.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185905147

Digital animation created with code in Processing software. Exported as 8K short videos to screen as the group class final.

https://vimeo.com/185905147
https://vimeo.com/185905147
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Digital Animation. Intro to Computing in the Arts.

Video Link: https://vimeo.com/185905985

Digital animation created with code in Processing software. Exported as 8K short videos to screen as the group class final.

https://vimeo.com/185905985
https://vimeo.com/185905985
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3-D Modeling and 3-D Printing. Intro to Computing in the Arts. 
Tools: 3D scanner, Autodesk 123D Design, and a MakerBot 3D printer. 

This project centers around ideas of digital privacy and freedom of information. This student found a stolen set of TSA keys that open most 
luggage locks. The student digitally scanned and printed the keys with a MakerBot 3D printer. The key set was demonstrated in class to be 
capable of opening locks.
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3-D Modeling and 3-D Printing. Intro to Computing in the Arts. 
Tools: 3D scanner, Autodesk 123D Design, and a MakerBot 3D printer. 

Dealing with ideas of copyright and creative freedom, this projected features a 3D scanned replica of a Mickey Mouse toy which was 
been digitally altered to have a “Copyright” symbol for a face. The iconic image outstretches it’s hand as if to claim it’s due royalties. 
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3-D Modeling and 3-D Printing. Intro to Computing in the Arts. 
Tools: 3D scanner, Autodesk 123D Design, and a MakerBot 3D printer. 

A 3D printed pipe and it’s 3D mesh model are featured alongside the iconic image by Magritte. A project about language, representation, 
and how a digital concept through the use of a 3D printer can become a literal form.
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3-D Modeling and 3-D Printing. Intro to Computing in the Arts. 
Tools: 3D scanner, Autodesk 123D Design, and a MakerBot 3D printer. 

The 3D printed “gold” bracelet is a parody on the commercialization of gestures of romantic affection. Featuring the iconic 
robin’s egg blue of Tiffany’s Jewelers, this project plays with ideas of how we determine value. 




